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1. Were you critical of Connell for the way he treated Marianne in school, or were 
you sympathetic toward his adolescent self-consciousness? Do you think he 
became less concerned by the thoughts of others as he grew older? 
 

2. In Normal People, Marianne only barely opens up to Connell about her 
relationship with her family: how her father had been violent when he was 
alive, how her brother verbally and physically attacks her, and how her mother 
essentially forbids her to believe that she is "special" in any way. How does 
Marianne’s family influence her opinion of herself and affect her relationships 
with other people?  

 
3. How would you describe the power that Connell and Marianne hold over each 

other? Did you notice a power relation shift and evolve between them over the 
years?  

 
4. Do you think that people are generally more vulnerable to internal crises and 

mental health issues in their late teens and early twenties? Why or why not? 
What are the most important support systems and coping mechanisms for 
someone going through such a difficult time, and do you think that Connell and 
Marianne find them in Normal People? 

 
5. Despite the magnetic attraction that persists between Connell and Marianne, 

they are never officially "together" in this book. Considering the highs and lows 
they each go through over the years, do you think that they could have ever 
had a normatively structured boyfriend-girlfriend relationship? Did reading this 
novel lead you to question why we tend to put rigid labels on our 
relationships? 

 
6.  Did the actions of the characters seem plausible? Why? Why not? 
 

7.  Did the book end the way you expected? 
 

The above questions were taken from https://www.litlovers.com/reading-
guides/fiction/11524-normal-people-rooney?start=3 to enhance your discussion of the 

book.  
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Author Biography 
 
Sally Rooney was born in the west of Ireland in 1991. Her work has appeared in The 
New Yorker, The New York Times, Granta, and The London Review of Books.  
 
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/authors/2144569/sally-rooney 
 

Book Club in a Bag Terms of Use 
 
Simplify your book club selection with Book Club in a Bag!  These kits contain 12 
copies of book-club-worthy titles, from biography to historical suspense, along with a 
discussion guide. 
 
Visit our website at www.clarington-library.on.ca/bookclubinabag to see a list of 
available titles, view the availability calendar and fill in a Book Club in a Bag Request 
Form. 

Booking a Kit 

• Booking may be made up to a year in advance 
• Please check the calendar accessible on our website for availability 
• Fill out the form with your information, and a staff member will be in touch to confirm 

your booking. 
• Pick up your hold at the circulation desk.  Your notification may come in a few days 

early, but it will remain available until your specified pick up date. 

Terms of Loan 

• 11 copies and one (1) large print are included in this kit. 
• 6 week loan period. 
• $3.00 per day late fee. 
• No renewals. 
• Kit may be picked up at or returned to any branch. 
• Kit must be returned at the desk during operating hours, not through an exterior 

drop box. 
• All 12 items are checked out to one member’s card. 
• The member who borrowed the kit is responsible for: 

o The distribution and return of all 12 items to his or her group members; 
and 

o Any damages to the books/bag, or lost items. The cost of a damaged or 
lost book varies depending on the item. 
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